
We all know what happened with the COVID 19 outbreak.  In my case, my industry as a touring artist 

(a.k.a. Troubadour) has closed indefinitely.  My industry is a supplier to and totally dependent on the 

hospitality industry which has also closed.  It’ll take a couple of years after the hospitality industry return 

to its full capacity before my industry can then get back to its full potential. 

I’ve invested well over a quarter of a million dollars in my business and most of that investment has now 

gone up in smoke.  It costs a minimum $2,000 AUD (usually much more) just to record a basic single.  

While I still LOVE writing and recording my songs, I now have nowhere to actually perform them and 

that means no income unless people purchase my music.   

Musicians get paid a pittance by streaming services (like a pub that asks you to play for tips) so I ask… 

 If you listen to a streaming service and hear a song that you like – please BUY that song …  

o If you buy it directly from that artist’s website, they get all of that payment. 

 Please share favourite artists with your friends and ask them to BUY the songs as well. 

The Australian Government did an exceptional job in keeping its population safe … Unfortunately the 

same can’t be said about the National Socialist (Naci) Labor state and territory governments that ignored 

the Federal Health Minister and exploited the COVID 19 misery for political purposes by closing borders.   

This decision CRIPPLED the tourism and hospitality industries as well as their respective suppliers.  

Why..???  These Naci governments are owned by the unions and so they simply HATE private enterprise.  

As a resident and property owner of the Northern Territory of Australia, I have been EXILED from my 

home state and there is simply no excuse. 

Do what you can… 

Support any local business… 

Never vote for the Labor Naci Party… 

Stay safe. 


